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The standard approach to the analysis of the pulsations of a driven gas bubble is to assume that 
the pressure within the bubble follows a polytropic relation of the form p = po(Ro/R )3K, where 
p is the pressure within the bubble, R is the radius, •c is the polytropic exponent, and the 
subscript zero indicates equilibrium values. For nonlinear oscillations of the gas bubble, 
however, this approximation has several imitations and needs to be reconsidered. A new 
formulation of the dynamics of bubble oscillations i  presented in which the internal pressure is 
obtained numerically and the polytropic approximation is no longer required. Several 
comparisons are given of the two formulations, which describe in some detail the limitations of 
the polytropic approximation. - 
PACS numbers: 43.25.Yw, 43.30.Lz, 43.30.Nb 
INTRODUCTION 
The dynamics of a gas bubble in a liquid is strongly de- 
pendent on the pressure of the gas contained in it. In princi- 
ple, this quantity must be determined from the solution of 
the conservation equations of continuum mechanics inside 
and outside the bubble joined together by suitable boundary 
conditions at the bubble interface. This task is very complex 
and can only be carried out analytically for small-amplitude 
motion in which the equations can be linearized (see, for 
example, Refs. 1-4). For large-amplitude motion, it is cus- 
tomary in the literature to make use of a polytropic relation 
of the form 
P =Po (Ro/R)3,,, (1) 
where p is the pressure of the gas in the bubble, R is the 
radius, •c is the polytropic index, and the subscript zero indi- 
cates equilibrium values. This relation, with •c = 1, had al- 
ready been used by Minnaert • in his calculation of the natu- 
ral frequency of an oscillating bubble in 1933, but entered 
bubble-dynamics literature explictly with the pioneering nu- 
merical studies of forced large-amplitude oscillations carried 
out by Noltingk and Neppiras 6 in the early 1950s. After that, 
it has been used by virtually every writer on the subject such 
as Flynn, 7 Apfel, 8 Lauterborn, 9 Akulichev, •ø and many oth- 
11-13 
ers. 
In spite of its appealing simplicity, the use of Eq. (1) 
poses many problems. In the first place, the polytropic index 
can range in the interval from 1 (isothermal) to the ratio of 
specific heats y (adiabatic), and appropriate criteria for the 
proper choice are available only for the small-amplitude lin- 
ear case. Further, it is at present unknown how realistic this 
, 
502 
relation is when the linear value of•c is used in the nonlinear 
regime. Second, if p is given by (1), p dv (where v is the 
volume of the bubble) is a perfect differential, and its inte- 
gral over a cycle vanishes. As a consequence, use of ( 1 ) re- 
sults in no energy loss associated with the heating and cool- 
ing of the gas. This fact is very unfortunate since it is known 
from the linear studies that this thermal damping is, in fact, 
the dominant form of energy absorption over a wide range of 
physical conditions. As a partial remedy, it was suggested in 
Ref. 12 that the liquid viscosity could be artificially aug- 
mented by an amount chosen in such a way that the correct 
damping would result in the linear case. This prescription 
has recently been put to an experimental test •4 and has been 
found to result in a large overestimate of the damping affect- 
ing the nonlinear oscillations in the region of the first nonlin- 
ear resonance. On the basis of these considerations, it must 
be concluded that Eq. ( 1 ) is not adequate for a precise theo- 
retical analysis of bubble dynamics. Of particular concern is 
the application of ( 1 ) to the study of the chaotic regime of 
forced oscillations, •5 which is known to be strongly in- 
fluenced by the details of energy dissipation. 
In an attempt to go beyond (1), Flynn presented a 
mathematical formulation which reduced the exact set of 
partial differential equations expressing the conservation 
laws in the gas to a system of ordinary differential equa- 
tions. •6 This result was obtained at the price of a number of 
approximations the most notable of which, that of spatially 
uniform pressure distribution in the bubble, is also adopted 
in this article. Flynn's formulation, however, is far from sim- 
ple and, probably for this reason, has not been widely used. 
The mathematical formulation to be presented here is 
simpler and more precise. For a perfect gas with spatially 
uniform pressure, the continuity and energy equations can 
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be combined to obtain an exact expression for the velocity 
field in terms of the temperature gradient. In this way, the 
problem is reduced to a nonlinear partial differential equa- 
tion for the temperature field and to an ordinary differential 
equation for the internal pressure. A straightforward nu- 
merical technique for the treatment of these equations is de- 
scribed in the Appendix, and several numerical results are 
included for the purpose of illustrating the method and de- 
monstrating the limited accuracy of the polytropic approxi- 
mation. Further numerical and analytical results will be pre- 
sented in forthcoming publications. 
The main approximations contained in the present arti- 
cle are: (a) The pressure is spatially uniform in the bubble; 
(b) the gas is perfect; (c) the bubble maintains a spherical 
shape; (d) the bubble wall temperature remains unper- 
turbed; and (e) the effects of the vapor contained in the 
bubble are negligible. 
Assumptions (d) and (e) enable us to disregard the 
energy equation in the liquid and the gas-vapor diffusion 
equation in the bubble. They are not inherent to our ap- 
proach, which can be generalized to dispense with them. In 
the order-of-magnitude analysis given in Sec. I, it will be 
shown that both assumptions are reasonable for sufficiently 
cold liquids, and, in particular, for water up to temperatures 
of the order of 50 øC. The first two assumptions are instead 
inherent o the present approach. The first one requires the 
Mach number of the bubble wall motion, calculated with 
respect to the gas speed of sound, to be small. Therefore, the 
present heory cannot be applied to very violent collapse 
cases, for which no simplified formulation is available short 
of the exact conservation laws. The second, third, and fourth 
assumptions are also likely to break down in the conditions 
of extreme gas temperature and pressure prevailing near the 
end of violent collapses, be they caused by large-amplitude 
acoustic driving or by the recovery of the ambient pressure 
typical of flow cavitation. 
In summary, our formulation should be of value in a 
variety of situations involving free and forced motion in a 
relatively cold liquid, provided that the velocity of the bub- 
ble interface remain relatively small with respect o the speed 
of sound in the gas. This limitation is actually less stringent 
than it might appear since reference is made here to the in- 
stantaneous value of the speed of sound during the motion 
which, near the instants of time at which the minimum radi- 
us is attained, can be several times larger than that in undis- 
turbed conditions. In other situations, our results can at least 
be expected to be superior to those obtained by use of ( 1 ). 
In conclusion, we mention a work by Hickling, 17 which 
is the only study we are aware of to attempt a numerical 
solution of the complete set of conservation equations in a 
collapsing bubble. Compared to Hickling's approach, our 
formulation has the advantage of considerably greater sim- 
plicity and similar accuracy in its domain of applicability. 
After the completion of this study, some work by Nig- 
matulin and co-workers came to our attention in which the 
assumption of uniform internal pressure is also used in a 
similar way. •8-2ø The derivation of the model in this article is 
somewhat different, and the problems studied unrelated to 
those considered by the Russian authors. 
I. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
We propose to study the thermomechanical behavior of 
the gas contained in a bubble in spherically symmetric mo- 
tion. The diffusion of the gas in and out of the bubble has 
significant dynamical effects only at very low ambient pres- 
sures, when the small quantity of gas diffusing into the liquid 
is an appreciable fraction of the total amount of gas con- 
tained in the bubble. 2• This effect, however, can be ignored at 
higher pressures. A further consequence of diffusion mani- 
fests itself over time scales much longer than that associated 
with the typical oscillatory period of bubble motion. This 
process which, in the case of an oscillating bubble, is termed 
rectified iffusion, 2•-•4 results in a very slow change of pa- 
rameters such as the equilibrium bubble radius and the total 
gas contents of the bubble, and again has negligible dynami- 
cal consequences. Accordingly, we shall disregard diffusion 
altogether and assu. me the bubble boundary to be impervious 
to the gas. The partial pressure of the liquid vapor is assumed 
to be much smaller than the gas pressure, and the effect of 
the vapor present in the bubble is also disregarded. This 
point will be discussed further after Eq. (18) below. 
If p, p, u, and ß denote the density, pressure, radial ve- 
locity, and viscous stress tensor of the gas, the momentum 
equation is 
p +u + 8r 
where the point r = 0 corresponds to the bubble center. The 
boundary condition on the velocity is 
u(r=R,t) =/•, (3) 
where R(t) is the instantaneous bubble radius and 
1• = dR/dt is the velocity of the bubble wall. From a con- 
sideration of (2), it is easy to convince oneself that the pres- 
sure in the bubble may be assumed to be spatially uniform in 
many cases of practical interest. Indeed, from (3), we have 
the estimate u •J• for the order of magnitude ofthe velocity 
of the gas. If Ap is the maximum pressure difference in the 
bubble, balancing 8p/Sr• Ap/R withpu 8u/Sr•-pJ• 2/R, we 
have the estimate 
Ap /p • p l• : /p . (4) 
For a gas, p/p is of the order of the square of the speed of 
sound and, therefore, Ap/p is predicted to be of the order of 
the square of the Mach number Ms of the bubble wall. Simi- 
larly, balancing 8p/Sr with p 8u/St•pl•/to, where to is a 
characteristic time, leads to 
Ap/p•p R• /pto . ß (5) 
The quantity (p/p) 1/2t otOO can be identified with a charac- 
teristic wavelength A a of the pressure perturbations in the 
gas and, bringing together the preceding results, we may 
write 
/Xplp = o(m• R IAo,m 2• ). (6) 
Typically, both R/A• and M• are small. For example, the 
resonance frequency COo f a bubble in a liquid, with the ne- 
glect of surface tension and thermal effects, is approximately 
COo = (3yPoo/p•R 0 2)•/2, (7) 
where p• is the liquid density and P oo is the undisturbed 
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pressure. If we set A o • 2rr(ypoo/P) 1/2/0)0, we find 
R/Ao • (1/2•r) (P/Pz: ) 1/2, ( 8 ) 
which for air and water at 1 atm is less than 10-2. The same 
estimate holds for the Mach number ifJ• is taken to be of the 
order 0)oR o. In some cases, this estimate may not be accurate 
since the bubble wall velocity can be large during the col- 
lapse phase of the bubble motion, but (6) still suggests that 
taking the internal pressure to be a function of time only is an 
approximation with a quite useful range of validity. As for 
the viscous stresses, we may estimate the magnitude of their 
contribution to the momentum equation to be 
¾' •ld•/R 2, where/• is the viscosity ofthe gas, from 
which we get a pressure difference in the bubble of the order 
Ap/p •.i• /pR , (9) 
which is quite negligible in all circumstances. 
The preceding analysis enables us to drop the momen- 
tum equation (2), substituting for it the statement 
p•p(t) . (10) 
The remaining equations express the conservation of mass, 
dp t-p¾.u = 0, (11) 
dt 
whered/dr = • /St + u • /Srdenotes the convective deriva- 
tive, and u = u• is the velocity vector directed along the radi- 
al direction •, and the conservation of energy, which we can 
write, dropping the viscous heating term, as 
pCp dT T( Op • dp =¾. (KYT). (12) 
-•-+ p \•T/•, dt 
Here, Tis the temperature, Ce is the specific heat at constant 
pressure, and K is the thermal conductivity of the gas. If the 
equation of continuity ( 11 ) is multiplied by Ce T and added 
to (12), the result is 
d (C•pT)+ T(•p• dp d-; 7G7/7 + TV.u 
= I7. (K ¾T) . (13) 
We now assume that the gas can be adequately described by 
the perfect gas laws with constant specific heats. In this case, 
CeTp=yp/(y- 1) and (T/p)(Sp/3T)p = -- 1. By (10), 
(13) can then be written as 
Plyp + V. {u - [ (r - 1 ) Iyp ]K VT) = 0, 
which, due to the spherical symmetry, can be integrated im- 
mediately to obtain the following expression for the velocity 
field: 
u = (y- 1)K• rp . (14) 
yp Or 3 
With the aid of the velocity boundary condition (3), this 
equation can be turned into a differential equation for p by 
evaluating it at r = R. 
p = (y-- 1)K-•r r -- yp/• ). (15) 
It may be noted that this equation may be equivalently writ- 
ten as 
d( pR 3r) = 3(y- 1 )R 3r- 1K OT dt Or a' 
from which one finds the adiabatic relation pR 3r _. const 
when the heat loss through the bubble boundary is negligi- 
ble. Under the same conditions, Eq. (14) shows the velocity 
distribution in the bubble to increase linearly with distance 
from the center. 
In view of the approximation of uniform pressure, Eq. 
(14) and either one of the equations of continuity ( 11 ) or of 
energy (12) contain all the information present in the origi- 
nal set of equations. Since one can go from ( 11 ) to (12) by 
using (14) and the equation of state, the choice between the 
two is purely a matter of convenience. For this study, we 
choose to use the energy equation (12), which we rewrite 
explicitly as 
r_ e,(ar at) y 1 T\Ot +u• --p:¾.(KYT), (16) 
with u given by (14). This choice was suggested by the fact 
that the thermal conductivity K will be allowed to depend on 
the temperature, as discussed below. Use of the continuity 
equation may also be considered in view of the fact that it 
would enable one to use conservative discretization of the 
spatial operators, although numerical stability may then be- 
come a concern. 
At the bubble wall, the correct boundary conditions on 
the temperature field are continuity of temperature and heat 
fluxes. If D and DL denote the thermal diffusitivities in the 
gas and in the liquid, respectively, the temperature perturba- 
tions extend into the gas and the liquid for distances of the 
order of (Dto) 1/2 and (DL to) 1/2 from the interface, where to 
is the typical time already used. The heat flux from the gas to 
the interface can, therefore, be estimated to be of the order of 
K( Tc -- Ts )/(Dto)1/2, where Tc and T s are the bubble cen- 
ter and surface temperatures, respectively. Similarly, the 
heat flux on the liquid side is K• (Ts- Too )/(D•to) 1/2, 
where KL is' the liquid thermal conductivity and Too is the 
undisturbed liquid temperature far from the bubble. Equat- 
ing these two estimates of the heat fluxes, one finds 
( Ts -- Too )/( Tc -- Ts ) • (KC• p/KL C•p• )1/2, 
(17) 
where C• is the liquid specific heat. The ratio on the fight- 
hand side has typical values in the range of 10 -•, which 
indicates that the surface temperature perturbation is but a 
small fraction of that of the gas and can, therefore, be ne- 
glected. In the preceding argument, we have implicitly as- 
sumed that (Dto) 1/2 < R. In the opposite case, the gas in the 
bubble remains very nearly isothermal, and the preceding 
conclusion holds a fortiori. When the effect of the vapor is 
unimportant, we can, therefore, solve (16) subject to the 
condition 
T(r = R,t) -- Too . (18) 
This approximation simplifies the problem considerably 
since it asserts that a consideration of the temperature field 
in the liquid is unnecessary. 
As the liquid temperature increases, the effect of evapo- 
ration and condensation renders (18) less and less accurate. 
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Suppose the bubble radius decreases by AR in a time to and 
let Pv and L denote the vapor density and the latent heat, 
respectively. An amount of vapor of the order Amv 
•4rrR 2ARpv condenses with an amount of latent heat 
LAm v available to increase the temperature of a liquid mass 
of the order of 4rrR 2(D,• to)'/:p,•. The predicted tempera- 
ture rise AT---Ts -- Too is then 
AT L AR Pv 
Too CpL Too (DL to) •/2 pL (19) 
For noncryogenic liquids, the first fraction in the right-hand 
side has typical values in the range 24. To estimate the sec- 
ond fraction, we consider resonance conditions and take 
to• 1/%. Using (7), we then have 
(D•to) '/2-- R tff\--ff/ ' (20) 
For Re = 0.1 cm andpoe = 1 bar, the quantity in the square 
brackets is of the order of 100 and changes little with liquid 
properties, temperature, and pressure. The density ratio 
pv/p•, on the other hand, changes considerably with tem- 
perature. For water, for example, one has p•/p• 
= 1.74 X 10 -5, 8.44 X 10 -5, and 6.23 X 10 -4 at T = 20, 50, 
and 100 øC, respectively. In this case, with the numerical 
values mentioned above, we find AT-.• 2.5AR/R øC at 20 øC, 
but AT• 86•R/R øC at 100 øC. These results actually over- 
estimate the temperature increase since they presuppose that 
the condensation process is unhindered by the presence of 
the incondensible gas. In any case, they give a justification to 
the use of (18) even when vapor is present, provided the 
liquid is sufficiently cold. 
During the motion of the bubble wall, the gas can un- 
dergo large variations in temperature, and the dependence of
its thermal conductivity on this quantity cannot be neglect- 
ed. A convenient way to account for this variation is to intro- 
duce the new variable 
r = K(O) dO. (21) 
Too 
Furthermore, for both analytical and numerical work, it is 
convenient to have a fixed rather than a moving boundary 
and we, therefore, let 
y = r/R(t). (22) 
With (14), (21 ), and (22), the energy equation (16) takes 
the form 
8__r_ y- l(•r t l- 2 ypR 8y • y=,y gp= •72r, (23) 
where the Laplacian is from now on with respect to the vari- 
able y, and 
D(p,T) ---- K( T) _ Y --1 K( T) T (24) 
C•, p (p,T) r P 
is the appropriate form of the thermal diffusivity for a perfect 
gas. The boundary condition (18) is, in terms of r, 
r(y = 1,t) = 0. (25) 
II. SUMMARY OF THE MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
AND NONDIMENSIONALIZATION 
When the compressibility ofthe liquid is neglected, the 
motion of the bubble boundary is governed by the well- 
known Rayleigh-Plesset quation7'25 
Pr (R• + i J• 2) 
=P --Poo --Rs(t) -- 2tr/R -- 4•,• 1• /R , (26) 
where, as in Sec. I,p denotes the pressure inthe bubble, poo is 
the undisturbed liquid pressure, and Ps (t) is a nonconstant 
ambient pressure component such as a sound field. The sur- 
face tension is denoted by tr and the liquid viscosity by •z. 
The effects of liquid compressibility can be approximately 
included using in place of (26) the equation of Keller and co- 
workers •'•3 or Herring 26 (see the discussion i  Ref. 27). We 
have used the Keller fomulation, given by 
,[ 
R dp•(t) [ , (27a) 
p•c dt 
where c is the speed of sound in the liquid and p• (t) is the 
liquid pressure on the external side of the bubble wall, which 
is related to the internal bubble pressure p(t) by 
p(t) =p•(R,t) q-2cr/R q- 4t•r I• /R . (27b) 
Equation (27) must be solved simultaneously with the ener- 
gy equation in the bubble (23) and the equation for the inter- 
nal pressure (15). 
In the following, it will be convenient to make use of 
dimensionless quantities indicated temporarily by an aster- 
isk. As a reference length, we use the equilibrium bubble 
radius 
Ro = 2o'/( Po--Poo ) , (28) 
wherepo is the internal pressure at equilibrium, which will be 
used as a reference pressure. As a reference time, we use the 
inverse of a typical frequency to of the variable pressure field 
Ps. Therefore, we let 
R =RoR. , t=t./to, P=PoP., Poo =PoP. oo ,
Ps = PoP.s, r =DoPor. , T = Too T. , (29) 
D = DoD. , 
where 
K(roo ) y-- 1 K(roo )Too 
C•, p(po, roo) y Po 
is the gas thermal diffusivity at equilibrium. In terms of these 
variables, Eqs. (27a), ( 23 ), and ( 15 ) governing the problem 
become, respectively, 
(l_c•_)R.U•q-3(, -- U.)U 2 3c. * 
{( = Z 1 + •. •. --Poe. --Ps. t + •. 
W M U. + P•. , 
R. R. c. 
(30) 
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where 
(31) 
(32) 
and the prime indicates differentiation with respect to the 
dimensionless time t.. Furthermore, the following dimen- 
sionless parameters have been introduced: 
X = Do/oR 2o, Z =œo[pLto2R 2o, W = 2tr/RoPo, 
M = 41at, w/po, c. = c/wRo. (33) 
The dimensionless parameter X is the square of the ratio of 
the thermal diffusion length to the bubble radius. Small val- 
ues ofx correspond to a nearly adiabatic bubble, while large 
values of X give rise to a nearly isothermal behavior of the 
gas. The following three dimensionless parameters represent 
ratios of pressure and inertia forces, surface tension and 
pressure, and viscous and pressure forces, respectively. It 
may be noted that it follows from (28) that 
P.,oo =I--W. 
In order to calculate D., it is necessary tofind T. by invert- 
ing the integral (21 ). For simplicity, in the calculations de- 
scribed in Sec. IV, we have approximated the dependence of 
K upon T by a linear function: 
K=AT+B. 
In this case, inversion of (21 ) leads to the following relation 
between T and r: 
T= {[K2(Too ) + 2•T] 1/2 -- B}/A (34a) 
The numerical values A = 5.28 erg/cm s K 2, B = 1165 
erg/cm s K give a good fit to the thermal conductivity of air 
in the range 200 K < T< 3000 K. The dimensionless coun- 
terpart of (34a) is 
T. = (l/a){{1 + 2[(y-- 1)/y]ar.} 1/2 +a-- 1), (34b) 
where a = A T/K(T). 
III. LINEAR OSCILLATIONS 
As a first application of the previous model, we consider 
the case of small-amplitude oscillations. From now on, only 
nondimensional variables will be used and the asterisks will 
be dropped. 
Upon linearization about the undisturbed state, Eqs. 
( 31 ) and (32) become 
at 
(35) 
0r -- 3yR '. (36) p'= 3(y-- 1)X-•-f-y y=l 
For a linear problem, one can consider each Fourier mode 
separately. Accordingly, since the frequency equals 1 in the 
dimensionless units (29), we set 
R = 1 + Xe it , p = 1 + Pe it , •' = O( y)e it , (37) 
to find 
692(yO) i i 
- --yO = -- --yP. (38) 
The solution finite at the origin and zero at y = 1 is 
( ©=P 1-- •;h-•;•i.•75.. (39) 
Substitution of this result into (36) determines the pressure 
perturbation amplitude 
P = - (I)X, (40) 
with 
(I) = 3y/{1 - 3(r- 1)ix 
X [ (i/•') '/2 coth(i/•') '/2 -- 1]}. (41) 
This quantity is complex and, therefore, P may be thought of 
as consisting of a component in phase with X and one in 
phase with X': 
P = - Re (I)X- Im q)X'. (42) 
Upon substitution into the linearized form of the Rayleigh- 
Plesset equation, 
X" = Z(P-ps + WX- MX') , (43) 
one finds 
X" = Z(M + Im (I))X' + Z(Re (I) -- W)X = -- Zps, 
(44) 
i.e., an equation of the standard forced oscillator form with a 
damping constant Z(M q- Im (I)) and a natural frequency 
Z(Re - W). If the polytropic relation (1) were used, these 
quantities would have been found to be ZMand Z(3tc -- W), 
respectively. Thus a polytropic index can be defined by 
n: = « Re (I), (45) 
but no real value of •c would result in the correct amount of 
damping. To remedy this situation, it was suggested in Ref. 
1 2 to define an effective viscosity parameter Me such that 
Me = M + Im (I), (46) 
i.e., compare with (33), 
]l'•L,e = J'gL q- (po/4o)Im (I), (47) 
which then was to be used in the Rayleigh-Plesset equation. 
The preceding results show that this suggestion is justified 
for linear oscillations, but it will be shown in later sections 
that the nonlinear regime may behave quite differently. For a 
more complete discussion of these linear results and graphs 
of to and Im (I), the reader is referred to Ref. 28. Here, we note 
that the dimensional results for the resonance frequency Wo 
and the total damping coefficient/• are 
002 = (po/pR 20 ) (Re (I) -- 2o'/RoPo) , 
213 = 41at,/pR • + (po/pLtoR 2o )Im (I). 
It can readily be verified that (39) and (41 ) coincide 
with the expressions obtained by Pfriem • and rederived by 
Devin. 2 However, an essential spect of the bubble behavior, 
which perhaps has not been adequately stressed by these 
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, 
authors, is that, unlike the case of a standard mechanical 
oscillator, the effective damping and resonance frequency 
depend on the frequency of the driving signal, as is clear from 
(41 ) and the definition (33 ) of X. A gas bubble responds as a 
linear oscillator only when driven at a single frequency. Its 
response under multiple-frequency or nonperiodic excita- 
tion is far more complex and depends also on the past history 
of the motion. •9 
IV.. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We proceed now to discuss some numerical results for 
large-amplitude oscillations with our new formulation and 
to compare them with the predictions based upon the poly- 
tropic approximation. These results are far from exhaustive 
and are presented here primarily to demonstrate the useful- 
ness and range of applicability of the present formulation. In 
the calculations, we have used the following values of the 
physical parameters: poo = 1 bar, Too --20 øC, 7/= 1.4, 
= 1 g/cm 3, ttr• = 1 cP, rr = 72.8 erg/cm 2, c = 1481 m/s. 
For all the examples to be considered, the driving sound 
fieldps appearing in (27a) is given, in dimensional form, by 
Ps = -- ep Oo sin cot and, in dimensionless form, by 
Ps. -- -- 6( 1 -- W)sin t.. (48) 
Here, e is the dimensionless ound amplitude. 
In the following, when we refer to the present model, we 
indicate our new formulation of bubble dynamics in which 
the internal pressure is calculated directly and the Keller 
radial equation of motion (27) is used. The words polytropic 
model, on the other hand, will indicate use of the Keller 
equation with a polytropic relation for the internal pressure 
corrected by the addition of a fictitious "thermal viscosity" 
term, as was mentioned in the Introduction and in Sec. III. 
Specifically, we take 
Ppol =po(Ro/R )3•c(w) __ 4//•th k/R, (49) 
where from (47 ), 
/'•th -• (po/4COo)Im q•(COo). (50) 
In (49), the polytropic index is evaluated at the driving fre- 
quency co. This is necessary to ensure the appropriate "stiff- 
ness" of the bubble, but such an unambiguous selection is 
only possible when the driving sound field is monochromat- 
ic, as in the present examples. The thermal viscosity, on the 
other hand, is evaluated at the linear resonance frequency 
coo. The rationale for this procedure was given in Ref. 14 and 
is as follows. Both in the case ofnonsinusoidal and nonlinear 
oscillations, the bubble motion can be seen as consisting of 
the superposition of a number of oscillators at different fre- 
quencies. If only one frequency can be selected for the damp- 
ing, this should be chosen to be close to the mode that is most 
affected by energy dissipation, i.e., the resonant mode. Since 
the damping is relatively small, all other modes will be af- 
fected only slightly anyway. Experimental results indicate 
that this procedure, although far from being exact, improves 
agreement with data. TM For the same reason, one may define 
an effective "acoustic viscosity" for use with the Rayleigh- 
Plesset equation (26) by 
/•ac (COO) pr•R 3 2 = ocoo/4C. 
Equation (49) may be regarded as a parametrization of 
the thermal energy dissipation patterned after the viscous 
one. The inverse proportionality to the radius gives a larger 
effect near radius minima, where the bubble has a higher 
temperature and a smaller size, and this feature appears, at 
least qualitatively, correct. On the other hand, as will be seen 
in the following numerical examples, during much of the 
oscillation, the radius is relatively large and the velocity rela- 
tively small, so that little thermal energy would be dissipated 
according to (49) in these portions of the cycle. One may say 
that (49) concentrates energy dissipation in "bursts" 
around the radius minima. The net result over one cycle of 
steady oscillation can, depending on circumstances, be big- 
ger or smaller than that predicted by'the present model as 
can be seen in Table I. Here, in addition to the maximum and 
minimum dimensionless radii during a cycle of steady oscil- 
lation, we show the dimensionless average power dissipated 
per cycle and defined by 
3 •. = 3•/4•rR •copoo e a , (51) 
with the dimensional average powe r 3 • calculated from 
3 • = co 4•rR 21•ps(t ) dt. (52) 
2•r ao 
Note that,• with the nondimensionalization (51 ), the linear 
value of 3•. is independent ofthe driving pressure ampli- 
tude e. 
We begin by showing in Figs. 1 and 2 a comparison 
between the frequency response curves calculated with the 
present heory and the polytropic formulation for a sound- 
pressure amplitude e = 0.6 and equilibrium bubble radii of 
50 and 10 $tm, respectively. These graphs display for each 
value f/fo of the ratio of the sound frequency to the reso- 
nance frequency (calculated from linear theory) the maxi- 
mum of the oscillation amplitude defined by 
•': (Rmax -- Ro)/Ro, (53) 
TABLE I. Computed values of the dimensionless average power dissipation a d maximum and minimum radius for the cases illustrated in the figures. 
•Z• ß R.ma x R.mi a
Ro(/•m) f/fo Present Polytropic Present Polytropic Present Polytropic 
50 0.8 0.69 1.1 2.33 2.27 0.327 0.209 
50 0.6 0.56 0.49 1.26 1.24 0.663 0.645 
50 0.44 0.45 0.46 1.84 1.78 0.402 0.339 
10 0.8 1.2 0.25 2.39 1.54 0.244 0.425 
10 0.44 0.16 0.22 1.49 1.55 0.595 0.503 
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FIG. 1. Frequency response curves for the forced oscillations of a bubble of 
radius 50 ttm in water at 20 *C for a dimensionless acoustic amplitude e 
---- 0.6. The two curves show the results predicted by the polytropic model 
and the present formulation in which the internal pressure is evaluated i- 
rectly; Xis the normalized amplitude of the radial oscillations defined in Eq. 
(53). The horizontal scale is the frequency of the driving sound made di- 
mensionless by the linear resonance frequency defined in Sec. III. 
where Rma x is the maximum value attained by the radius 
during a steady oscillation. Similar curves have been ob- 
tained by several other investigators 9'3ø-3•- to explore the non- 
linear characteristics of bubble oscillations. The solid line is 
the polytropic model, and the dotted line denotes results ob- 
tained from the pres6nt model. The most striking difference 
between the two formulations consists in the location and 
the height of the peaks corresponding to the fundamental 
and the higher resonances. The relative shift between these 
peaks in some cases results in considerable differences be- 
tween the two oscillation amplitudes at a given frequency. 
Also, the positions at which the response xhibits a large 
jump are very strongly affected. These structures are well 
known in nonlinear oscillations and, in the context of bubble 
dynamics, have been studied in Ref. 12. The transition to 
subharmonic oscillations and chaotic motion is determined 
by similar jumps which appear at larger driving amplitudes 
in other frequency regions. It may, therefore, be expected 
that these transitions will likewise appear different in the two 
models. 
We now turn to a detailed examination of the oscilla- 
tions at two different values of f/fo. The first value is 0.8, and 
can be seen from Figs. 1 and 2 to be on the main resonance 
peak. The second one is 0.44 and lies on the second harmonic 
peak. For the case of the larger bubble, we also consider 
f/fo= 0.6, at which the two models are seen in Fig. 1 to 
closely agree. 
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the R (t) curves accord- 
ing to the present heory and to the polytropic formulation 
for Ro = 50/zm. The present model predicts a larger maxi- 
mum radius, but the polytropic one results in a minimum 
radius which is about 50% smaller (see Table I). The pres- 
sure history, shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b) to linear and loga- 
rithmic scales, respectively, is correspondingly much more 
peaked for the polytropic case. As shown in Table I, the 
polytropic model overestimates by nearly 50% the absorbed 
power. Although rather speculative, the following consider- 
ations based on the comments made earlier on Eq. (49) may 
explain these results. Since little energy is dissipated by the 
polytropic model during the relatively long fraction of the 
cycle where the bubble has a large radius, the collapse point 
is approached with a large velocity, and the minimum radius 
is correspondingly smaller. In turn, the large velocity and 
small radius give rise to an excessive nergy dissipation pre- 
sumably concentrated ina large burst near the point of mini- 
mum radius. 
The ratio X •/2 of the thermal diffusion length to the bub- 
ble radius [ cf. Eq. (33) ] is, in this case, 0.169, which implies 
that the thermal wave does not penetrate too deeply into the 
bubble, as will be discussed below. If the value of f/fo is kept 
fixed and the radius is increased, X decreases and the process 
becomes more and more adiabatic. For this reason, the be- 
havior of bigger bubbles can be expected not to deviate very 
much from the 50-/zm case illustrated here. 
The situation is markedly different in the case of the 
smaller bubble, Ro = 10 /zm, the behavior of which at 
f/fo= 0.8 and E = 0.6 is illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. Now the 
R (t) curves, computed according to the present heory and 
the polytropic formulation, are remarkably dissimilar with a 
large phase shift and a significant difference in the oscillation 
000 t 
500[ 
ooo I 
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ß 
0 000[__ , • • , • , • , 
0 400 0 500 0.600 0 700 0.800 0.900 
f/fo 
FIG. 2. Frequency-response curves for the forced oscillations of a bubble of 
radius 10/tm in water at 20 øC for a dimensionless acoustic amplitude 
e = 0.6. The two curves show the results predicted by the polytropic model 
and the present formulation in which the internal pressure is evaluated i- 
rectly; Xis the normalized amplitude of the radial oscillations defined in Eq. 
(53). The horizontal scale is the frequency of the driving sound made di- 
mensionless by the linear resonance frequency defined in Sec. III. 
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FIG. 3. Normalized radius-time curves for the steady oscillations of a 50- 
/•m bubble driven at a dimensionless acoustic pressure amplitude = 0.6 
and a frequency ratio of 0.8. The two curves show the results predicted by 
the present formulation and the polytropic model. 
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FIG. 4. Normalized pressure-time histories for the steady oscillations of a 
50-/•m bubble shown in Fig. 3. The two curves show the results predicted by 
the two models. In (a) the ordinate, plotted to a linear scale, shows the large 
difference between the maximum values of the pressure. In (b) the ordinate, 
plotted to a log scale, shows that the two curves are significantly different 
throughout the cycle. The dimensionless acoustic pressure amplitude is 
e = 0.6, and the frequency ratio is 0.8. 
amplitudes. According to Table I, energy dissipation is un- 
derpredicted by a factor of nearly 5 by the polytropic model. 
A comparison of the two curves shows that this is not due to 
a smaller overall damping coefficient, but to smaller oscilla- 
tion amplitude and velocity, much in the same way as for a 
3.000 [ [ [ [ , [ , 
. 
, 
o. 750 
0.000 ,,B I , , I , I 0.000 1.047 2.1094 3.142 4.189 5.I236 6 
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283 
FIG. 5. Normalized radius-time curves for the steady oscillations of a 10- 
/•m bubble driven at a dimensionless acoustic pressure amplitude e = 0.6 
and a frequency ratio of 0.8. The two curves show the results predicted by 
the present formulation and the polytropic model. The dashed line is the 
polytropic result for a dimensionless pressure amplitude e = 1. 
FIG. 6. Normalized pressure-time histories for the steady oscillations of a 
10-/•m bubble shown in Fig. 5. The two curves show the results predicted by 
the two models. In (a) the ordinate is plotted to a linear scale and in (b) to a 
log scale. The dimensionless acoustic pressure amplitude is e = 0.6, and the 
frequency ratio 0.8. 
heavily damped linear oscillator. In the framework of Eq. 
(49), it appears that the radius does not grow enough to 
effectively "switch off" the energy dissipation term. That 
this is the correct explanation is suggested by the fact that, 
raising the driving amplitude to e = 1 (dashed line), a pat- 
tern much more similar to that of Fig. 3 emerges. The inter- 
nal pressure for this case with e = 0.6 is shown in Fig. 6. Due 
to the reduced amplitude of oscillation, it is the polytropic 
peak that is lower and, because of the phase difference, shift- 
ed with respect o the position obtained with the exact the- 
ory. 
We consider next the results in the region of the second 
harmonic resonance, f/fo = 0.44. Figure 7 refers to Ro = 50 
Fm again for e = 0.6. The two minima around t. = 4, which 
may essentially be attributed to the Fourier component at co, 
are comparable to each other in a manner similar to that of 
Fig. 3. The second-harmonic omponents at 2co, on the other 
hand, appear to be out of phase, not unlike the situation 
found in Fig. 5. Again, this may be attributed to the larger 
damping of the polytropic model which affects more strong- 
ly the smaller harmonic component. The pressure-time his- 
tory for this case, shown in Fig. 8, can likewise be interepret- 
ed as a combination of Figs. 4 and 6 for the two components. 
The behavior of the smaller bubble, Ro = 10 Fm, in the 
region of the second harmonic is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. 
Due to the effect of surface tension, as can be seen from Eq. 
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FIG. 7. Normalized radius-time curves for the steady oscillations of a 50- 
/•m bubble driven at a dimensionless acoustic pressure amplitude e = 0.6 
and a frequency ratio 0.44. The two curves show the results predicted by the 
present formulation and the polytropic model. 
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FIG. 9. Normalized radius-time curves for the steady oscillations of a 10- 
/•m bubble driven at a dimensionless acoustic pressure amplitude e = 0.6 
and a frequency ratio of 0.44. The two curves show the results predicted by 
the present formulation and the polytropic model. 
(48), bubbles become stiffer as the radius is decreased, and, 
therefore, the oscillation amplitude is smaller than for 
Ro- 50 pm. This has the effect that differences are not as 
evident in the radius-time curves (Fig. 9), although they are 
clearly demonstrated in the pressure-time curves of Fig. 10. 
As a last example, we have considered f/fo --0.6 for 
Ro -- 50 pm and e - 0.6. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that for 
this value of the frequency, the oscillation amplitudes are 
relatively small and quite close. Therefore, not much differ- 
ence between the two models is expected, in agreement with 
the results of Table I. The radius-time curves for this case 
are shown in Fig. 11, where they can barely be distinguished. 
The question of under what circumstances i  the poly- 
tropic model acceptable is not easy to answer. Clearly, the 
criterion cannot be solely based on the oscillation amplitude 
as computed from the polytropic model itself. The good 
agreement of Fig. 11 is found because the oscillation ampli- 
tude is relatively small, but also, very importantly, because 
the bubble is driven far from resonances. The amplitude in 
Fig. 9 is comparable to that in Fig. 5, but, in the first case, the 
comparison is good, while, in the second one, it is very bad. 
The key here is the difference between the resonance struc- 
tures of Fig. 2. It might then be suggested that, away from 
60 i i , i i 
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FIG. 8. Normalized pressure-time histories for the steady oscillations of a 
50-/•m bubble shown in Fig. 7. The two curves show the results predicted by 
the two models. The dimensionless acoustic pressure amplitude is e - 0.6, 
and the frequency ratio 0.44. 
frequencies corresponding to resonances, the comparison 
should be good provided the amplitude is not too large (say, 
X •< 0.7 as indicated by Figs. 7 and 9). Even this criterion 
must be used very cautiously, however, since, with increased 
driving, the resonant peaks broaden and new resonances ap- 
pear. 9 In the light of these considerations, the polytropic 
model appears to be unreliable, not because it consistently 
leads to bad results, but rather because it is hard to decide a 
priori whether it is adequate for a given application. 
Finally, we show in Figs. 12 to 15 some temperature 
profiles in the bubbles at different times during the oscilla- 
tion. The instants of time at which these profiles are taken 
are marked on the corresponding radius-time curves in Figs. 
3, 5, 7, and 9. Figure 12 refers to the 50-pm bubble at 
f/fo - 0.8. As already remarked, the value ofx is small in 
this case, X -- 0.0286, and the gas is, to some extent, shielded 
from the liquid with a resulting nearly adiabatic behavior 
over a good part of the bubble interior. The maximum tem- 
perature, reached at the point of minimum radius, is close to 
3000 K which is more than sufficient for the production of 
free radicals and sonoluminescent effects. The other tem- 
perature profiles in this figure are taken at the beginning of 
the cycle and at the point of maximum radius. The tempera- 
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FIG. 10. Normalized pressure-time histories for the steady oscillations of a 
10-/•m bubble shown in Fig. 9. The two curves show the results predicted by 
the two models. The dimensionless acoustic pressure amplitude is e - 0.6, 
and the frequency ratio 0.44. 
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FIG. 11. Normalized radius-time curves for the steady oscillations of a 50- 
/•m bubble driven at a dimensionless acoustic pressure amplitude e -- 0.6 
and a frequency ratio of 0.6. The dashed line shows the result predicted by 
the present formulation, and the solid line that of the polytropic model. 
ture effect is obviously much less spectacular during the 
cooling portions since the dimensionless temperature can 
only range between 1 (i.e., the undisturbed value) and 0. It is 
interesting to note that the minimum center temperature is 
not reached exactly at the point of maximum radius but a 
little earlier due to the heat received from the liquid. Figure 
13 refers to the case at f/fo= 0.44 of Fig 7. The value of Z is 
now somewhat larger, Z = 0.0521 (Z•/2 = 0.228), and the 
bubble interior is, therefore, more affected by the presence of 
the liquid. These changes in the temperature distribution lie 
at the basis of the dependence of the thermal damping and 
polytropic exponent with the driving frequency, to which 
attention was called in Refs. 3 and 28 on the basis of the 
linear theory. 
Figures 14 and 15 are for the 10-Fm bubble at f/fo= 0.8 
and 0.44 and for values ofz =0.132 (Z•/2 = 0.364) and 
Z = 0.241 (Z •/2 = 0.491 ), respectively. No new features 
emerge here except for the curve labeled A in Fig. 15, which 
shows the occurrence of a nonmonotonic temperature pro- 
file. 
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FIG. 13. Temperature distributions in the interior of a 10-/am bubble in 
steady oscillation with e = 0.6, f/fo = 0.8 at different instants of time. The 
conditions are the same as in Fig. 5. The letters refer to the points indicated 
in Fig. 5 and mark the time at which each distribution is shown. 
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It has been shown that a new formulation of bubble dy- 
namics based upon a direct evaluation of the internal pres- 
sure within the bubble can give considerably different pre- 
dictions of behavior when compared with the standard 
treatment in which the internal pressure is approximated by 
a polytropic relation and use is made of an effective viscosity. 
The radius-time curves predicted by the two models can 
differ very markedly (see, for example, Fig. 5), and the cal- 
culated values of energy dissipation in a cycle do not reveal a 
systematic pattern in their discrepancies (see Table I). The 
differences are especially large in the frequency regions cor- 
responding to linear and nonlinear resonances. 
A general conclusion that may be drawn from the above 
comparison is that the polytropic model is unreliable in ac- 
counting for the dissipation of energy by thermal processes, 
especially at large pulsation amplitudes. Therefore, it may 
result in very poor predictions of the bubble behavior when- 
ever these processes are the dominant form of energy dissipa- 
tion. 
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FIG. 12. Temperature distributions in the interior of a 50-/am bubble in 
steady oscillation with e -- 0.6, f/fo = 0.8 at different instants of time. The 
conditions are the same as in Fig. 3. The letters refer to the points indicated 
in Fig. 3 and mark the time at which each distribution is shown. 
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FIG. 14. Temperature distributions in the interior of a 50-/am bubble in 
steady oscillation with e = 0.6, f/fo = 0.44 at different instants of time. The 
conditions are the same as in Fig. 7. The letters refer to the points indicated 
in Fig. 7 and mark the time at which each distribution is shown. 
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FIG. 15. Temperature distributions in the interior of a 10-/•m bubble in 
steady oscillation with e = 0.6, f/fo- 0.44 at different instants of time. 
The conditions are the same as in Fig. 9. The letters refer to the points indi- 
cated in Fig. 9 and mark the time at which each distribution is shown. 
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APPENDIX: OUTLINE OF THE NUMERICAL METHOD 
All the quantities appearing in this Appendix are dimen- 
sionless, but the asterisks have been dropped. 
The system to be solved consists of the radial equation 
(30), the pressure quation ( 32 ), and temperature equation 
(31 ). The first two are ordinary differential equations, while 
the last one is a partial differential equation. We begin by 
carrying out a spatial discretization on this last equation by 
introducing iV d- 1 equispaced points Yk = (k - 1) Ay, 
k = 1,2,..., iV d- 1, with Yl = 0, YN + 1 = 1, and Ay ---- 1/iV. 
On this grid we use the following approximations for the 
spatial differential operators: 
( V 2r) i • 1 + 2 q- 1 
--2•' i d-(1- y•.Y) '•'i__ 1I, (A1) 
• , (A2) 
i 2Ay 
where the index i indicates evaluation at the node y•. These 
two expressions are used for all internal nodes. For the first 
node, the appropriate expressions are 
(V2•) 1 • 6(•2 -- •1 ) lay2, (A3) 
1 
while at the bubble wall 
N q- 1 2Ay 2Ay 
(A5) 
since rN + • = 0 according to (25). With these definitions, 
we can rewrite the temperature equation (31 ) in the discre- 
tized form: 
8t = 'ri = Di 1' (V=r)i + P' 
y RR 2 N+I i i 
(A6) 
where i = 1,2,..., N, and D• = D(ri ). We shall first give an 
overview of the numerical method and then furnish the per- 
tinent details. 
Equations (A6) can be considered as a set of ordinary 
differential equations inthe unknowns rl,r•,...,r• = (Ti). If 
R, U, p, and all the r•'s are arranged into a single vector of 
unknowns X, schematically one can write the system (30) 
(32), and (A6) in the form 
dX 
--= F(X,t). (A7) 
dt 
The vector function F is shorthand for the right-hand sides 
of the equations, and its explicit dependence on time occurs 
0nly due to the forcing pressure term Ps in the radial equa- 
tion (30). An approximate solution to (A7) can be written 
using the trapezoidal rule as 
X,+ 1 = X" d- (At/2)[F(X",t") + F(X "+ •,t " 1) ] , 
or, with an obvious notation, 
X,+ 1 = X,+ 1/2 d- (At/2)F(X.+ •,t. •) . (A8) 
Here, At is the time step and superscripts indicate time lev- 
els. Equation (A8) is highly implicit due to the appearance 
of the advanced-time solution X" q-1 both in the left-hand 
side and in the complicated nonlinear function F in the right- 
hand side. This equation is, therefore, difficult to solve as it 
stands. However, since it approximates (A7) with an error 
term of order At 3, we only need to solve it with an O(At 3) 
accuracy for the whole procedure to be consistent. This goal 
can be obtained as follows. Start by generating a low-accura- 
cy approximation • to X" + 1 by using asimple Euler explicit 
integration, 
X = X n + F(Xn,tn)At. (A9) 
This can now be used in the right-hand side of (A8) to obtain 
an improved estimate X of X • + 1, 
X = X n+ 1/2 d- « AtF(X,tn+ 1) . (A10) 
Since the error in (A9) is of order At 2, (A 10) already has a 
formal error of order At 3 and, hence, one could set X" + • 
= X. However, it is better to apply the same procedure once 
more to finally obtain 
x.+l = X.+ 1/2 d- «At + F(•,t "+ 1) . (All) 
In the concrete application of this method, which will now 
be described, we exploit the specific form of F to retain some 
of the implicitness present in (AS) for greater stability. 
Suppose the solution has been completely determined 
up to time t n. Then we begin by generating the first Euler 
estimate (A9) by 
•i = •i d- AttO", I<i<N, (A12a) 
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U = U n -•- AtU 'n, (A12b) 
fi =pn q_ Atp,n, (A12c) 
R = R n _•_ AtU n, (A12d) 
with r; n given by (A6) u'n by (30), and p,n by (32), all 
evaluated in terms of the known values at t n. In particular, 
p,n=•n((•'--1) (• 1--4•)--•,pnUn). (A13)2R nay 
The values (A 12a) are used to compute the thermal diffusiv- 
ity according to the dimensionless analog of (24); i.e., 
D= (aT+ 1 -- a) T/p , 
with T calculated from (34b). 
At the next step, we execute (A 10) introducing, as an- 
ticipated, some slight modifications for greater stability. For 
the temperature equation, we write 
y ,b• 2 \8yJN+l yi \ayJi 
(A14) 
Note that the barred values appear also in the right-hand 
side, so that this equation is not explicit in ('•i •. However, if 
all the space operators are written out in full, it is realized 
that the N equations (A 14 ) form a linear tridiagonal system, 
which can very readily be solved by well-known methods. 
The generic equation of this system has the form 
ai•i- , q- Bi7i q- Ci'•i + 1 = gi , (A15) 
where 
A i = 2• 2Ay2{ -- 1 
C i = -- 2• 2A f2 (1 
(A16a) 
(A16b) 
- Yi -- , (A16c) 
y p [\SyLv+• i 
Fi = .r7• + 1/2 q- _•atbi .b'. (A16d) 
These expressions apply for 2<i<N except that, for i = N, 
the last term in the left-hand side of (A15) vanishes ince 
ts+• = 0. At the first spatial node, i = 1, the coe•cients 
take a somewhat different fo• due to (A3) and (A4). Spe- 
cifically, one has 
A 1 =0, (A17a) 
•1 = 1 + 3At•'bl/Ay2• 2 , (A17b) 
C1 = __ 3AtXbl/Ay2.• 2, (A17c) 
n+ 1/2 (A17d) F• = •'l + (At/2)b•.•'. 
Once the system (A 15) has been solved, the temperatures 
(•)i are computed using (34b) after which the •i's can be 
obtained as before. 
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A similar degree of implicitness is used in the other 
equations. For the radial velocity, we write 
U = U n+l/2 q- At 
2R [1 - (V+ ZM/R)/c. ] 
3c. ')//• 
C. 
W+MU' 
+Z R ,b'}, (A18) C. 
where Z, W, M, and c. are given in (33). This form is ob- 
tained by writing U 2 • U U and by using • rather than •r in 
the viscous term. The new value of the radius is computed 
from 
• = R n q- 1/2 q- «Ate, (A 19) 
while, for the pressure, we write 
- 3At [ (Y •1 'X(•) - y•], p=pn+ 1/2 + 2• N+ 1
(A20) 
which is again implicit in fl. 
The last step (A 11 ) is identical to the one just executed 
if all barred quantities are replaced by final values at t n + • 
and the tilde quantities are substituted by barred ones. 
For typical cases, we have used values ofNbetween 100 
and 200 and from 1000 to 4000 time steps per cycle. Bubbles 
that behave nearly adiabatically need more internal nodes to 
resolve the boundary layer near the wall, and the number of 
time steps must be large at high amplitude, where the motion 
near radius minima is quite rapid. Empirically, we find a 
stability limit 
xAt /Ay 2 •< 25. 
The number in the right-hand side decreases omewhat at 
large amplitudes. We have also implemented a fourth-order 
Runge-Kutta integration scheme, but it was found to be less 
stable. 
A good way to monitor the numerical error is to calcu- 
late, at each time step, the total mass m contained in the 
bubble from 
fo • y2 m = 3pR 3 dy. (A21) T( y) 
The nondimensionalization used here is such that 
m = 1 at equilibrium. For the results presented in this arti- 
cle, we have used enough time steps and nodes to ensure a 
maximum error in m less than 3%-4%. However, cases in 
which the error was as large as 7% did not show very large 
discrepancies from the more precise results. 
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